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I . Introduction 
A. Keyboard Music in England before Byrd ' s Time 
Many musicians who admire and a preciate the works 
of such masters as Bach, Handel, Beethoven, Schumann and 
Brahns do not realize that their forerunne~ ~ -those who 
laid the foundations upon which the work of these masters 
wa~ built, were two often forgotten music ~ns named William 
Byrd (1542-16?1) and Orlando Cibbons (1583-1625) . Their 
contributions created th~ bridge between the ancient forms 
and today ' s modern music. 
Independent in~trumP.ntal music for the strinv.ed 
keyboqrd instrument as first developed durin~ the 16th 
century.Renaissance in England . Prior to this, and back 
through the 14th and 15th centuries, composers both in 
England and Continental Europe, devoted themselves largely 
to vocal polyphony. 
There was no music written for the plucked keyboard 
instrument at that time . The older masters of music utilized 
the melody of chanson or the arrangement of other vocal 
polyphony for performance on the keyboard. 
In the 14th centu~ the great master. Macbaut, 
rote vocal music only but the musicians of his time played 
Machaut ' s ballads on the organ and other instruments. 
In the 15th century greet vocal polyphony was established 
by Dunstab e (1370-1453) in England. He was the most 1m-
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portant musical figure, not only in England, but all over 
Europe in the 1 5th century. 
Dunstable ' s contemporaries were the ma~ters of the 
Burgundian schoo1, Dufay and Binchois. They were in-
fluenced by Dunstgb1e and in their music show the English 
m~~er. Duns table, as wAll as Dufev and Binchois, es-
tablished polyphonic music and brought it up to a high 
degree . They wrote sacred music as well ~s secular music 
and wrote either for vocal or vocal- instrumental. No 
independent in~trumental music emerged throughout the 
century. 
During the reign of Henry VIII the musicians dis-
covered the Franco-Flemish polyphonic style. John Taverner 
(1495- 1545) created his Catholic Church music in this style 
in England. 
At this time the German Lutheran mov~ment came 
into England, influenced the English Church and with it 
the compocers, Tye, ~nd Tallis, who wrote music for the 
new Church of England . 
The most important composer of vi~~inal music in 
England before Byrd was Hu~h Aston. He wrote the fir st 
independent music ~or the virginal with such typical 
instrumental devicPs as running passages , scales, etc. 
His most outstanding piece for the virginal is the 
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11Hot"renipe" which is written in variation form with a 
drone bass. 
This then was the foundation of the English virgi-
na school. The end of this century produced the ~reatest 
virginalist of all, William Byrd, with the other virginal 
composers Tall1s, Bull, Morley, Farnaby, and Gibbons. 
These English composers establi~hed a well-defined school 
of virginal music. From the 16th century, the Elizabethan 
virginal school extends into the 17th century and continues 
to the present day. 
B. The Virginal in the 16th Century 
The virginal, according to some opinions, was 
connected with Queen Elizabeth because she ~as known as 
the vi~gin Queen and was also an excellent player on the 
instrument. Research shows, however, tbat the name 
"virginal" was in musics use before the Quee11 was born. 
It js possible that the use of the word may have some con-
nection with the fact that the instrument was most commonly 
played by young ladiP.s, just as the lute was more popular 
with men. What is more probable, however, is that the 
name was derived from the Latin word, "virga" which means 
a rod or jack. The first virginals were made in the shape 
of an oblong box about three-feet long which could be placed 
on a table or held on the lap of the player. 
J 
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According to CUrt Sachs, the or5gin of the plucked 
keyboard instrument probably dates back to somewhere be-
tween 1350 and 14oO. It was called "chekker" in England. 
The French called it "eschequire" and the Spanish "exaquir". 
All of these words mean "Chessboard". It is believed that 
Gehan Perrot, a Frenchman, made the first such i~strument 
in 1360 in France. During the reign of Henry VIII and 
until the end of the 17th century the name "virginal 11 was 
applied to all quilled keyboard instruments. 
It was of squa~form, and mounted with a single 
string only for each tone, and its mechanism consisted 
of a small tongue of copper attached perpendicularly 
to the key, below the string upo~ which it was intended 
to act. When the defects inherent in the construction 
of the Clavichord were discovered, a plan was devised 
of striking the ~trings with small pieces of quill 
affixed to minute springs, adjusted in th~ upper part 
of smal1 flat pieces of wood, termed jacks. These jacks 
were directed perpendicularly upon the key, and when 
the sp~ing had made its escape, after the string had 
been struck, the jack fell in such a manner as to be 
able to reproduce anew the sound at will. A s ip of 
cloth ~nplied to each side of the jack had the effect 
of a ramper in stopping the vibration. This new in-
vention was Rpplied to two instruments, which differed 
only in form: the one was the Virginal, the chest of 
which was rectangular, like that of small pianofortes; 
the other was the Spinetl which had th~ form of a harp 
laid in a horizontal pos tion.l 
The early virginal had four octaves E or C to c3 
or f3 and had a short oct~ve tuning in the bass. The 
natural keys were topped with ivory or boxwood ebon~. 
1Parth~q~. Printed for the Members of the Musical 
Antiquarian Society. (London: Chapell, Music Seller to 
er Majesty). p. 6. 
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The strings run parallel to the keyboard and each key 
struck a single string. 
The pJ.ectra of the jacks were usually of leather 
or quill thou2h sometimes they were made of whale bone, 
ivory or wire. 
The term "pair of virginals" or "single Virginal" 
~nd "Double virginal~" ., or in Italian spinettino or spinette , 
referred to 1ivisions of t he kP.yboard and not to the number 
of lreyboards . N~turally we do not find in the early in-
struments the improvements which are common to the piano 
today . There were no peda ~ to prolon2 the tone or t o 
make it soft or 1 oud; neither crescendo nor decrescendo . 
Prior to 16~9 most of the virginals were made in 
Italy with perhaps a few made in Germ~ny· or Flanders. So 
far as we know none of the early virginals was made in 
En. land . Toward the end of the 17th century the English 
began to enlarge the early instrument which had the tuning 
pins in front and diagonal strings to create an octav~ 
in~tTumPnt. ~hi~ instrument which was the ~ten between 
the spinet and harpsichord continued in use in F.ngland 
though it was not made elsewhere after about 1700. 
II. The Virginal Books 
A. Fit?.william VirginaJ Book. 
During the seventy years between 1560 P~d 1630, 
the Elizabethan virginal school produced many important 
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collections for the virgin~1. The ~illiam Virginal 
Boo~ was the largest and the most important of all the 
virginal collections of the time . Th~ Fitzwilliam Virginal 
Book manuscript takes its name from Lord Fitzwilliam who 
owned it at the end of the J8th century. Due to his gener-
osity it is n~v preservPd in the Fitzwilliam Museum at 
Cambriage, England . 
The Fitzwtlliam Vi~inAl Book wa~ made up of 297 
compositions reprP-senting nearly every composer of the 
virginali~tic school. Although most of them were English, 
it included a few foreign composers such as Sweelinck, 
Giovanni Pichi, and Galiazzo. Among the important Enr,lish 
composers represented in the book were Tallis, Byrd, Morley, 
Philips, Bull, Giles Farnaby E-nd Gibbonc;. 
This boov wa~ copied in one man's handwriting and 
it has been sug ~est~d th~t it may have been done in the 
Netherlands by an Englishman. The basis of this supposi-
tion is the frequent appearance in the manuscript of the 
name "Tregian". The Tregian family was wealthy and im-
portant but was persecuted during the second half of the 
16th century by the English because of its Catholic lean-
ings. Francis Tregian, the head of the fami1v, wa s im-
prisoned for twenty years. He occupied himself by copying 
the whole ~tzwilliam Virginal Boo~ manuscript during his 
imprisonment. 
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B. Other Collections 
There are several other collections of virginal 
music besides the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book. 
1. P§rthen~ is the first music ever printed for the 
virginals. It was published in 1611 and contains twenty-
one pieces by B.,., , Byrd, and Gibbons. Gibbons, in 1611. 
was only twenty-eight years old, Bull was almost fifty and 
Byrd was sixty-eight. The new edition$ were made in 1847 
(Rimbault) and in 1908. 
2. MY Lady_e Nevell' s _B..Q.9~ 
This book was the property of the Marquis Aberga-
venny and is now preserved at Eridge Castle. It was copied 
by John Baldwin of Windsor during the reign of Queen Elizabeth. 
It contains about a dozen of the same pieces which appear 
in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book. 
In the year of 1926 this book was edited by Miss 
Hilda Andrews with modern notations. 
'3. ~enj ami.n Cosyn • s l2.2,Q! 
Benjamin Cosyn, who lived about 1620, was a composer. 
His collection, ~nown as ~~a~in Cos~n's Virg~nal Book, is 
preserved at Buckingham Palace. It contains ninety-eight 
pieces, many of them by Cosyn although there are other 
pieces by Gibbons, Bull, Tallis, Byrd, Stroger and Thomas 
Weelks. The ~i~zwilliam Virginal Book contains some of the 
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pieces from Cosyn ' s Virginal Book. The fact that many of 
its Gibbons' compositions are of a relatively late date 
leads to the conclusion that the Cosyn's collection was made 
late in his life, perhaps about 1622. 
We are fortunate to have much of Byrd's music today 
such as Parthenia, My T~dye Nevel 's Boo~, Fitzwilliam Virginal 
~' Cosyn's Vi~ginal Book, and other virginal books. The 
My Ladye Nevell ' s Book contains thirty~seven pieces, all 
by Byrd. The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book has ceventy compo-
sitions by this composer, nearly a third of the book. A 
dozen of these are also in My Lady Nev~ll'~ -~· 
Although Byrd is represented in almost every virginal 
book of the time, for some strange reason Gibbons is almost 
excluded from the Fitzwillia~~rginal Boo~. The Par~n~ 
is the only book which presents six pieces by him. It is 
an odd fact that after the publication of Partheni , Gibbons' 
"Prelude" and "Queens Command" were inserted in the .EW- · 
william Virginal Boo~d~~ Dr. Bull's name. Gibbons' name 
only appears once in the whole collection, as the composer 
of the "Pavan", which is also in Parthenia . His ... et of 
variations, "The Woods so Wild" was also included, but it 
is not a complete copy of the music and is without his name. 
The complete text of the pie~A has survived in PartheniA 
and some other collections. About forty pieces of his 
virginal music have survived in manuscript and they are 
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edited in modern notation in five volumes by Miss Margaret 
Glvn. 
III. William Bvrd and Orlando Gibbons. 
A. The State of Music in Their Time 
In the 16th century the spirit of the Renaissance 
was manifest in ~very field of European civilization. Some 
of the great~st leaders in the arts, in literature, in philoso-
phy, and in science, belonged to the 16th century. For 
example, da Vinci and Michelangelo in painting, Rabalais, 
Montaigne, Ronsard, Shakespeare, and Spenser in literature, 
and Galileo and Copernicus in science. 
In music the Italians took the leadership from the 
Wlemish School and France and England also become important 
powers. These times saw great development in vocal poly-
phonic writing, led by Palestrina, di Lassus, ~nd th~ Nether-
land composers in Continental Europe, as well as Byrd and 
Gibbons in England. This was a continuation of the 9th 
century vocal polyphony. The 16th century Italian, Flemish 
and English comnosers brought the highest degree of develop-
ment to vocal music. 
Sacred music was no longer devoted to the C~tholic 
idea alone. The Reformation brou~ht new expressions in 
Protestant church music though the Catholic sacred music 
stilJ dominated. In secular music not only were new types 
of songs developed but an independent new instrumental form 
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emerged with the English virginalists as well as the harpsi-
chord and or?an music in Europe. 
0~ course, the techniques o~ the 15th century laid 
~oundations ~or the development of music in the 16th century 
but the new ideas end purposes brought new ways of treatment. 
The older polyphony, with its intricate imitative 
structure, could not maintain a conspicuous line of melody 
in onP voic~. Popular melody, on the other hand, had 
to kent in the foreground if it was to be intelligible. 
~bus harmony, which had hitherto been a by-product of 
melodic combination, tP.n~ed to become a logical ~equence 
of chords, not only supplying (as with Josquin) the basis 
of the musical syntax, but supporting the melodic line 
at every point, even thou~h it subordinates itself to 
meloeic sense. Also, the chromaticism which began with 
musica ficta, and was at first merely a means of smooth-
ing out angularities of melody or harmony, began to be 
the so~ce of a new d~light, and to show a n~w exprP~sive 
pow~r. 
1 . Church Music 
All schoo s of sacred polyphony have a high degree 
of uniformity of style that is the result of the Flemish 
masters, all of whom lived in Italy and established thPir 
technique all over the continent . 
The two masters, Orlando dt tassus, Flemish School, 
and Palestrina, Roman School, were great musical figures 
of the 16th century. The former flourished alJ over Europe, 
having visited England and Italy. He wrote much sacred 
York: 
2nonald Ferguson, A Short History of Music . 
s. F. Crafts & Co . ) p. 125. 
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vocal polyphony as wel~ as secular music . His music shows 
a variety of style such as Catholic masses which differ 
from the shorter church pieces and the secular music which 
differs greatly from sacred music . Palestrina, the most 
important composer of sacred music, reached ~ peak of per-
fection with the vocal polyphony . Palestrina wrote ninety 
masses and five hundred motets besides other compositions 
for church services and spiritual madrigals . 
As distingujshed from the Roman School, the Venetian 
school was also outstanding with such men as Adrian Willeart, 
Giovanni Gabrieli, and Andrea Gabrieli. Willeart, a Nether-
1.Ander, was the leader of the school and wrote both sacred 
and secular music. Venetian musicians produced the poly-
choral style which later became popular in Germany with 
Schutz. 
The English, on the other hand, had made relative y 
little musical progress for more than a hundred years after 
the time of Dunstable . Henry VIII, however, was a musician 
himself and encouraged the development of the more advanced 
technique of Continental Europe. English composers replaced 
harmonic counterpoint with the imitative structure. 
The Reformation brought Anglicanism to England and 
the Anglican church musician~ created the Anthem which is 
modified polyphonic style with English text. Catholics, 
on the other hand, also developed a great and extensive 
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literature of their music despite religious conflicts . 
Wi1:iam Byrd wrote all kinds of music of the time such as 
sacred and secular polyphony, instrumental music and anthems 
even though he was a Catholic . Orlando Gibbons wrote only 
for the Anglican service and Thomas Tallis, oldest of these 
men, wrote both masses and anthems . 
The Lutheran movement in Germany, the most important 
country in the Reformation, inspired protestant musicians to 
develop an important choral music which later led to the 
choral prelude, choral fantasia, and choral vari~tions of 
Bach in the Baroque period . 
2. Secular Music 
The 16th century also was dominated by secular poly-
phony as well as the sacred polynhonic music. Adrian Willeart 
and his outstanding contemporaries including Jacques Arcadelt, 
di Monte, Costanzo Festa, Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli founded 
the Italian madrigal that was the most popular secular poly-
phony of the time and still is known today. Later it de-
veloped into more elaborate forms which were characterized 
by the new dramatic expression, display of virtuosity, 
and the use of chromaticism by the composers Luca Marenzio, 
Carlo Gesualdo, and Claudio Monteverdi . It was soon intro-
duced in England and Enrlish composers like Byrd, Morley, 
Gibbons, Thomas Weelks and John Willbye wrote many madrigals . 
Another ponular secular voc~1 polyphony was the 
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Chanson which florished in France . It is quite similar to 
the Italian madrigal but the rhythm is lighter and less 
contr.am~tal than the mgdrigal. 
3. In~trumental Music 
The early beginning of the instrumental idiom developed 
in the 16th century with the l ute and kevboard instruments 
on the Continent as well as in England . 
Before the 16th century most of the instrumental 
music accompanied the vocal polyphonic music, and there 
was no independent music for it . Then an independent instru-
mental music emerged with the Spanish lutists and English 
virrinalists •, a s well as the Continental harpsichord and 
organ composers. 
The Spanish masters, Milan and Da1za, the English 
lutist . Dowland, the virginalists, Byrd~ Bull, Gibbons, 
Farnaby, and Mor)ey, and other keyboard composers in Germany 
developed the forms of preludes, variations, f antasias, 
dances , toccatas, ricercare, canzona, and the arrangement 
of the songs. 
The English virpinalists in the 16th century almost 
invented the vRriation forms. They are based on songs and 
dances which were writtan on ecclesiastical plainsong melodies, 
folk- songs, or favorite dance melodies and rhythms. 
The fantasia, another important form, which is in contra-
puntal style, the strict ricercare of continental Europe, 
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was the forerunner of the fugue. The toccata exploits the 
virtuosity, as in the variation and fantasia, and is in the 
form of ra~id ~cales and firurations. 
Certainly the J6th century saw great development 
in music leadership of such musical ge~iuses as William 
Byrd and Orlando Gibbons who went on to lay the foundation 
for thP music of the future. 
B. Their Lives and Works for the Virginal 
1. William Byrd 
Byrd was born probably in Lincolnshire, England, 
in 1543 and died almost certainly in Stondon Massey, Essex. 
4 July 1623 . 
or his early life nothing is known. The certain 
fact of the compose~ life is that his name appears as senior 
chori~ter of St . Paul's Cathedral in a petition presented 
bv the choristerq in 1554. He was appointed orranist of 
Lincoln Cathedral, as indicated in "Chapter Acts," on the 
27th of February, 1563. He remained there for nine years, 
then went to London to study under Tallis and to share with 
him an appointment as organist of the Royal Chapel in 1572. 
There he joined with Tallis in printing and selling music 
and music- paper. The association of these two musicians 
is first indicated in a license dated January 22, 1575, 
granted by Queen Elizabeth for printing music over a period 
of twenty-one years. Each of them printed his own compositions 
of the time . 
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About the year 1577 Byrd went to live in Harlington, 
a village not so far from London in We~t Midd esex . He 
lived for a long period in the beautiful atmosphere of the 
country. In the year 15Q~ Byrd moved from Harlin~ton to 
Standon Massey, there to spend his rest of long life. 
He was not only the greatest composer of the time 
but also a great performer among the contemporary musicians. 
He was twenty yearg o der than Dr. Bu11 and antedated Gibbons 
by nearly half a century; therefore, his style was developed 
without their influence . 
We may say of Byrd that he is always himself, and 
that there is but one Byrd. It is sometimes a rough and 
rugged exterio~. with little of courtly gr~ce, but there 
is no wea~P~s about it . He was a strong man, who knew 
his mvn mind and had his own ideals, to which ha remained 
consistentl~ faithful. Profoundly religious, and sometimes 
under a cloud for his Catholic convictions, he was stable 
and sober-minded,co~+ent if hi~ art prcvided him and his 
family wit~ the wherewithal to live . We hear of him more 
as a teacher than an executant end his most notable pupils 
were Morley and Tomkins.j 
During the period with Tallis the important publi-
cations of Byrd's compositions were "Cantjones Sacrae 11 , a 
set of ttPsalms, Sonnets, and Songs of Sadness and Pietie 11 
for five voices. During the years between 1605 and 1611 
he published two sets of "Gradualia," the final publication 
.. 
of Psalms, Sony.c;, Sonnets", and madrigalian pieces, some 
':) 
-MQrgaret H. G 1yn, About Elizabethan VirginaJ 1'1lSic 
and its Composers. (London : Wi,liam Reeves Bookseller Ltd . ) 
pp . 66-67. 
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religious pieces, and two fantasias for strings. In the 
same year the Pgrthenia was published . 
Fn wrote excellent music for the Catholic service 
and also for the Church of Bngland. The Masses, "Great 
Service", which is like the "Short Service", includas "VPncte", 
"I<'yrie". and "Credo". Th,.f3e short anthems "Tears or Lamen-
tacions", "The Fair Young Virgin· ", and sixty English anthems 
were contributed to the Anglican church service. The most 
outstanding pieces among his anthems are "Praise our Lord", 
"This day Christ was born", "Sing joyfully" and "Arise, 
0 Lord, Why Sleepest Thou?" 
Byrd was not only gifted in writing music for voice 
but he was al~o a prodigious genius, non-conformist, and 
pioneer musician for instrumental compositions, both for 
strings and ~or the keyboard. There are more than twenty 
pieces for chamber music which are written in "In Nomine" 
style, for the viol family. 
As a composer of virginal music Byrd was building 
a reputation a ~ a father of an independent and new keyboard 
music. He wrote about 14o pieces for the virginal in all 
the forms of the time. His fantasias, song and dance var-
iations are writtAn in a regular flow of eight measure 
phr~ ses in which he develops them into an unlimited variety 
of figurations and into musical devices. Byrd's long life 
marked almost the end of the period of Tudor music and 
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produced valuable music for the virginal. 
2. Orlando Gibbons 
Gibbons was born in the year 1583 in Oxford England . 
He died June 5, 16~5 in Canterbury. Orlando was four years 
old when his parents moved to Cambridge and his musical 
training was acquired in this city. In 1596, at 13 , he 
joined the choir of King ' s CoJle~e in Cambrid?e. Ei~ht 
years later he became organist at the Chapel RoyaJ which 
position he held until J~23 when he was appointed organist 
at Westminster Abbey. In 1606 Gibbons took his Bachelar 
of Music degree at Cambrid?e• He married about this time 
and h d seven children. Two of them became musicians . 
He remained in Cambridge the rest of his l ife . 
Byrd was forty years old when Gibbons was born and 
he survive~ him by two years . During Gibbons' forty-two 
years of life he achieved immortality in his field. In his 
short life span he produced a huge musical output, thouPh 
small when compared with that of Byrd . 
He did not write Latin Rites, Ma~s es, Motets for 
Catholic Church services but only Anglican Church music. 
This included forty anthems, seventeen hymn tunes as well 
a ~ two services an~ two sets of psalms . As a composer of 
anthems Gibbon~ developed and created a new path of music 
for the newly ~stablished Church of England. His polyphonic 
creations such a s "Lift up your Heads", "Lord i n Thy ·wrath", 
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110 CJap Your Hands", and "Hosanna" marked him as the ablest 
of th.e English polynhonic composers. 
These polvnhonic anthems put Gibbons amonr the great-
est of the s~hool of English composers although he was the 
youngest and almost the last one of the Tudor musicians . 
His music is chara~terized by polyphonic w iting both in 
the ~acred and the secu1ar music. 
Gibbons reached his peak of perfection in 1612 when 
he published his "madrigals and motets of five parts: apt 
for viols and V'>vces". Outstanding works among Gibbons' 
madrigals and motets are "Silver Swan", "Ayre", "Dainty 
Fine Bird" and ''What is our Life?" 
In the in~trumenta field Gibbons wrote more music 
for ~trings than any of his contemporaries in the l~te 
16th century and the early part of the 7th century. There 
are twenty-four fantasies for string trio besides a Galliard 
for trio. Also there are some 15 fantasies in three parts 
ano two in four parts for strings as well as a pavan and 
galliard for six strinp,s. 
The style of Gibbon~ string music was quite different 
from that of his vocal compositions . The fantasy form was 
the forerunner of the fugue and it shows an outstanding 
freedom in rhythmic design. 
The keyboard works of Gibbons are refined, brilliant, 
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and the virtuoso type. The outline and rhythms are more 
regular than his string music. Gibbons was considered among 
the great virginalists and performers and ranked with Dr. 
Bull and Byrd. 
IV. Analysis of their Virginal Music 
A. Forms 
1. In general 
Byrd was not limited to the field of virginal music 
but wrote both Latin and English Church music, as well as 
secular music and madrigals. His works in every field that 
he explored indicate a superiority to his contemporaries 
including those in continental Europe, Palestrina ~ Orlando 
d1 Lasso , Luca Marenzio, and manY more who wrote great Latin 
c,., b,hon~ 
rhurch music. Even thouph / wa~ very much younger and 
lived half of Byrd's life, he was equal to Byrd in his ability 
to create ingenius snd complex contrapuntal devices ponular 
with musicians of the time. Both Byrd and Gibbons wrote 
in almost all forms for the virginal. Unfortunately Gibbons' 
compositions were practically excluded from several important 
virginal books; whether throu~h jea ousy or religious pre-
judice, there is no way of knowing now. 
However, the most important forms for the virginal 
in the 16th century were based on two fundamentally different 
ideas. The old traditional polynhony developed the fantasia 
or fancy, while the old traditional folk song develoned 
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the variation form. The fantasia was composed according 
to the strict rules of imitative counterpoint, the conti-
nental ricercare; the variation form, on the other hand, 
begins with a complete statement of the popular sonr or 
dance tune which is followed by a number of variations . 
The fantasia and the variation first appeared in England 
and became popular t here during the end of the 16th century . 
Byrd and Gibbons also wrote dance music such as 
Maske, Toye, Volte, Round~ Med ey, Ayre, and the countrv 
dance. These are more rhythmical rather than contrapuntal 
and were for the dance . Byrd surpassed in one field not 
touched by Gibbons . He wrote program music which is less 
contrapuntal and had a freer style, such as "The Ghost" 
and "Army Life", which contained greater interest in des-
criptive expression. "The Army Iife" has a suite of move-
ments which are descriptive: • The Soldier ' s Summons; 
2. The March of Horsemen· • The Trumpets; 4. The Iri~h 
MaTch· 5. The Bagpipe; 6 . The Drone; 7. The Flute and the 
Drum; 8. The March to the Firht; 9. The RetTPet; 10 . Now 
fo oweth a Gal1iard for the Victoria. Another of Byrd ' s 
charming works is "The Bell" which is also a descriptive 
piece. It is written on a drone- bass with the sounding 
of the ringing of the bells throughout the piece . 
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Thj.s work also shows the spirit of Romanticism in its 
expr ession. 
"The BEl11 11 may well be associated with "The Woods 
so Wilde" of the same composer (dated 1590), or ''Walsing-
httm" in this respect. All three pieces stamp Byrd as 
a "romantic • • • 
All three of these compositions of Byrd are worth 
hearing, and deserve any pains to ~ring out the expressive 
power th~t they certainly possess. 
Another form of music lmown as "In Nomine" and which 
was based on an ancient plainsong melody was onP of the 
most popular forms of instrumental music in the 16th century. 
The seven syllables of the Latin phrase "IN NOMINE DOMINI" . 
constituted the basis of this form . They were alway~ preserved 
as one of the parts while the other parts simultaneously 
excuted rapid passages. The end of the 16th and early 17th 
centuries in England created and established the wide variety 
of music for the stringed keyboard instrument . 
2 . Variation Form 
It has been stated oftPn that this form was invented 
by Byrd. That may or may not be,but he was undoubtedly 
one of the fir st, if not actualJy the first, to compose themes 
with var jations . 
In the Spanish School , Antonio di Cabazon was the 
first to write the variations on secular songs and dances 
for the keyboard. His work came to a peak in 1550. Fourteen 
York: 
4E. W. Naylor, Elizabethan Virginal Book. 
E. P. Dutton & Comn~ny), p . 98. (New 
years after Cabazon ' s death in 1~66 an English virginalist, 
Peter Philips, wrote a variation on a pavan subject. (Fitzw. 
v. B., i . , p . 343) . Ten years later Byrd wrote a variation 
11The Woods so Wild" fFitzw. V. B. , i., p. 263). Here he 
shows the introduction of new elements and develop~ a novel 
trend in variation technique by exploring it in a brilliant~ 
grave, gay, serious and freer manner . They are written 
on ecc esiastic plainsong melodies, secular songs, or f~vorite 
dance tunes and rhythm~~ 
By~d wrote twenty- two variations on popular songs 
and quite as many dance variations on pavan and galliard 
and allemande. Gibbons has few in number comp~rPd to those 
of Byrd. Gibbons has only six compositions for sone var-
iation and very few were written on dance tunes . 
a . Variation on Secular Song 
This is the most important form for the English 
virginalistic schoo1. Almost a 1 of the song variations 
are based on popular folk- songs of the time . Several differ-
ent virginal composers wrote music on the same melodies . 
In comparison, the song variations are fewer in number 
than the dance variations . 
The great English virginalists, Byrrl, Gibbons and 
others, reached a higher degree of achievenent and advanced 
inst rumental writing . Their conception in writing song 
variations is very interesting both in form and sty1_e. 
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The use of thematic melody and style of structure was written 
four different ways. 
In the first group of these the theme passes to 
other voices as in the ''Woods so Wilde", "Walsingham", 
"Maydens Song", and "Ground" . In Byrd' s variation "The 
Woods so Wilde" the theme melody alternates in the soprano, 
alto, and tenor which are surounded by a contrapuntal device. 
The bass stays as ground bass except the variations 2, 7, 
13, and 14. Each time when the meloey starts on the ground 
bass there is a parallel eight between the subject and the 
bass. In this piece the tune between soprano and bass parts 
shows unusual intPrest throughout. 'See examn1e 1, p . 24) 
ll Woods so Wilde" was a popular son at this time 
and the same melody was used by several composers. Gibbons 
wrote on the same melody in nine varietion which u~e the 
same device as Byrd's piece . In Gibbons' ''Woods so Wilde", the 
me1ody passes to the tenor in the second variation and to 
the bass in the eighth variation. Gibbons bass writing is 
freer than Byrd's except vari~tions 2 and 7. Both composers ' 
ending of variation 1 is noticable. 
Both composers ' harmony is built on a very simple 
principle. Gibbons' is very interesting in that he uses 
two different chord, the F major triad and the G major 
triad, and ~t the end it modulates from F major dominant 
chord toG major domiPant and ends in G major. Gibbons' 
-24-
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piece is more the virtuoso type than Byrd's. The figuration 
of Gibbons has more running passages and even the melody 
itself is light and has a joyful touche 
Gibbons does · not use minor endings. He startq with 
F major and ends in G major. Byrd's piece has minor endings 
in the variations 1, 2, 3, and 8. In Gibbons' variation 
5 the bass is in a broken octave of F and G all the way 
throueho Byrd's piece is more contrapuntal , the melody 
is always surrounded by imitative figures and the drone 
baps takes an important part, as does the melody. 
''Wals1.ngham" by Byrd is another variation which 
is· similar to the above pieces . It is an early ballad and 
a well known tune of the time: 
As I went to Walsingham, 
To the shrine with speed, 
Met I with a jolly palmer, 
In a pilgrim's weed. 
It is most interesting and may be the best work among 
Byrd's variations. It consists of twenty-two variations. 
He treated the melody by imitation which is always suggested 
in short figures. (See ex. 27, p.,3.) 
Wo..l.s,..,t htLn-. 
( ,:·,t~..v. i, P. "J.-~ 7) 
bl 73y -rd 
Jiflf~,..~-- -
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In the 15th variation the position of the subject 
appears in an irregular way. The 13th variation of the 
melody appears inside of the chord and in the 16th variation 
the rhythm is triple against duple and the melody is in 
the tenor. Byrd often uses this rhythm in his music such 
as in the "Maydens Song" and 11Miserere" in three partso 
Gibbons' "Hunt's Up" consists of 14 variations and 
it is written in counterpoint. At the beginning of this 
piece the melody appears in the soprano part alone, then 
it enters the bass a 5th below the tonp• 
l) I I 
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In the variation 7 the bass moves in delightful 
rhythm the same as the other variation but the ~bove parts 
are in syncopated short fi~ure in counterpoint. The end 
of this piece is a very fast running passage and the last 
variation settles in restful slow tempo in counterpoint . 
Byrd ' s "Maydens Song" does not have marked the 
number of variations except the last variations 6 and 7. 
In this piece the melody i s altered in t he soprano in thA 
first six variations . But in the last variation the ~ubject 
is in the alto and passes to the tenor in counterpoint. 
The second group of sonr variations are the "Carman ' s 
Whistle", and "0 Mistris Myne" bv Byrd. The theme in these 
pieces is expressed in the soprano part on y . Both of the 
songs were nonu1ar in this period in England. 
"0 Mistris Myne" is a complete son" from Sha'l.{espeare 
"Twelfth Ni~ht" with the melody set by Byrd. 
0 Mistris mine where are you roming? 
0 Mistris mine where are you roming? 
0 Mistris mine where are you roming? 
0 stay heare, your true loves coming 
that can sing both high and low . 
Trip no further prettie sweating; 
Journeys end in lover~ meeting, 
every wise man sonne doth know. 
What is love? ' t1~ not hereafter; 
Present mirth hath present laughter: 
What ' s to come is stil unsure. 
In delay there lies no plentie . 
Then come kisse me, sweet and twentie: 
Youth ' s a stuffe will not endure . 
Thi piecP consists of six variations and the 
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structure is simple in linier figuration. The be~ntifu1 
flexible melody rlevelops on the simple harmonic line and 
each variation has characteristic rhythmic figuration which 
is very charming. It is the most beautiful work 9monp all 
the virginal music of the time. 
"0 Mistris Myne" has interesting rhythmic devices. 
The second variation is in dotted rhythmic figuration and 
in thP ~tb variation the single alto accompanimP~t follows 
the subject in a syncopation and from the fourth measure; 
it develops into contrapuntal form. (See ex. 6, p. 30). 
A very interesting feature in this piece is the last 
variation which is the restatement of the original melody. 
"The siYth and last variation shows the theme only more 
in its native simplicitv. The conclusion of the piece is 
thus tinged with a sweet s~~enity which lar~elv contributP~ 
to the charm which it qxh~les. "5 
At this time horse-cars were in use in London. 
The "carmen" developed the art of whistling tunes to the 
point where it became almost symbolic of their profession. 
Byrd w~s intrigued by the melodies and popularity o~ their 
whistling. 
"The Carman's Whistle" has nine variations and 
the theme melody appears in the soprano in each variation. 
5charles van den Borren, Keyboard Music in England. 
(London• Oxford University Press). p. 237. 
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The accompaniment is characterized by simple counterpoints. 
In the ninth variation of this piece the melody appears ,;_ 
• 
~ 
in the alto . 
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The third group o'f variations are "Hunt's Up", 
or "Pescodd Time", and "Malts come Down" by Byrd . The subject 
is emphasized upon an identical bass which moves from var-
iation to variation and the above parts are in counterpoints. 
It is ~imilar to the ground bass for ke_nd ~t.r.wnents o I 
'EJt. " f (a f 8 f'' I , ~ rt: ':: k r a r a §: r c: ~ 1:- t,.... I I 
v: ~ r , r l [' f r z:z I a ~ i2 r p r f' (Z r c~ ~ :t:. ]: '1j: :[;. 
The "Hunt's Up" and "Pescodd Time" are practically 
. 
the same piece. The 11Pescodd Time" has eleven variations 
and "The Hunt ' s Up" has twelve variations . Each variation 
moves on the same subject in the bass except variation 6 
and 8 in the "Hunt's Up" and the 9th variation in "Pescodd 
Time". Th:ls niece shows the descriptive intention, the 
joyful rhythm and the picturesque nature of the country side. 
The composer intends to express the atmosphere of a hunt. 
Everything in this composition of Byrd ' s r~veals 
a descriptive intention. It is not a question of the 
detaile~escription of a hunt, of which we find examples 
in other virginalistic pieces, but rather the joyful 
spirit evoked in the hunters by thP beautiful country 
they are passing through. The open-air feeling is com-
municated by the monotonous rhythm of the persistent 
bass, by the special harmonic succP.ssions to which this 
bass gives occasion, and by the effects of imitation and 
echo.0 
6charles van den Borren, Keyboard Music in England . 
(London: Oxford University Press). P. 229 . 
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Byrd's "Malt's come Down" is like "Hunt's Up" as 
the bass takes an important harmonic progression. 
1. Mault's come downe, mault's come downe, from an old Angell 
to a French crown. 
2. 'There 1 s never a maide in all this towne but well she knowes 
that mault's come downe . 
3. The greatest drunkards in this towne are very glad 
that mault's come downeo 
The original melody is in the soprano but it only 
appears once~ in the first of the nine variations. In 
variations 2, 3, 5, 6 and 9 the bass st~ys as ground bass 
and other parts are in free counterpoint. The rhythm of 
the bass is in free manner. 
Byrd loved pastoral music. Most of his Jife was 
lived in the country and his music reflects his love of it, 
The short figural imitation in the 9th variation sounds the 
echo effecto 
The last group of the song variations is the most 
common in the virginalistic school. Like the accompanied 
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monody of the early 17th century, the melodic subject is 
not the only important part but the bass receives the chief 
figur.ation. 
Byrd wrote a considerable number of variations in 
this style such as "All in a Garden Green", "Sellinger's 
Round", "Gipsies Round", "Fortune," and "Callino Casturame". 
All of these songs were popular at the time and the words 
are mostly of a humorous nature. 
The "Callino CastuT'ame" is an Irish song which was 
used in Shakespe:'!lre's Henry v, "Colleen Oge Asthore". 
(act iv., sc. 4). The scene is a field of battle and Byrd 
dsscribed the country atmosphere. 
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In this niece the melody appears in the soprano 
with drone bass. In the first four variations the subject 
predominates in the soprano and bass simultaneously, and 
in the last two variations in the bass only. Just as in 
the "All in Garden Green", the melody builds on drone bass 
and develops c a simple subject in five variations. Variation 
6, the last one, is different from the other variations where 
the subject appears in the altoo ~ 
In the humorous and lively song, "John kiss me now", 
the melody builds upon a ground bass but it is mixed with 
~ther styles. In variations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 13, 
and 15 the melody is in the soprano, variation 10, 11, and 
J~ in the tenor ~nd in the 14th variation the soprano passes 
the melody to the tenoro 
Byrd's "Sellingers Round" and "Gipsies Round", the 
title, a round, means a country dance and it was a favourite 
at the time of Elizabeth's reign. They belong principally 
to the variation form. The "Sellingers Round" consists 
of nine variations and the subject is in the soprano except 
variations 5 and 9 where the subject stays in the altoo 
In "Gipsies Round" the bass is like the drone bass, 
and the meJody is in the soprano. In v~riation 3 the melody 
starts in the soprano then it goes to the alto. Also in 
variation 6 the melody is in the alto. 
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'J.ibbons ' "Queens Command" and the "Sa,..abande" are 
written on dance rhythm and follow the AA' BB ' form. It 
is written in a very interesting way . The first A part 
of the variation has two subjects. one in the soprano and 
the other in the bass, and the episode A' is a repetition 
of A but the bass melody predominates and the upper pert 
is in a freer manner. In the B section the subject pre~ ~ ­
dominates in the soprano pert . The "Sarabande" consists of 
seven variations and the melody is in tbP soprano except 
variations 2 , 6, and 7. The variation 2 has an original 
bass Accompaniment and thP above part is free . 
b. Dance Variations 
The dance variations are written on the popular dances 
and the rhythm of the Elizabethan period . Some of the 
dances are in variation form and most of them were danced . 
The EngJish virginalists treated the dance variation as a 
long succession of different dances in variation princinle . 
The melodies of the dance variatlons are selfom complete. 
There are fo~kinds or dance tunes, such as pavans 
and galliards, allemandes, couran~es, and jigs. During 
t he 16th and the 17th centuries the pavan and ~alliard were 
the outsta~~ing dance mu~ic in Enpland as in continental 
Europe . Both Byrd and Gibbons wrote dance variations on 
pavan and galliard, allemande, and courante . Byrd wr ote 
only three pieces on jig tunes and Gibbons had none. 
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Byrd wrote a considerable number of pavan and galliard . 
In fact, the principal part of Byrd's keyboard works consists 
of pavans and galliards. Byrd wrote paired dances, Pavan 
an0 Galliard, Passamezzo and Pavana, and Galiarda Passamezzo. 
He also wrote in the single form of pavan or galliard. Some 
of the pavans and galliards have a title which has the name 
of the person to whom the piece was dedicated. 
Gibbons wrote one Pavan which is in the =~~~ 
VJrgJn~.Q9k, and two paired pavansand galliards, and four 
galliards . 
1. Pavan and Galliard 
The pavan was of Spanish origin and was a s ow, 
four-four or .2. ( ; ) time, followed by the galliard. The ~ 
galliard was a dance form of Italian origin with a joyful 
character in dance rhythm,~ time. The Pavan and Galliard 
'f 
was the ear1·~ method of contrasting dance movements in groups. 
Later it became an important suite form of the 17th and 
18th centuries. Most of these dance pieces were written 
in two movements, Pavan and Galliard. Pavan is a slow and 
dignified piece in binary rhythm and Galliard is fast dance 
form in ternary time. They were occasionally formed by 
A B or A B C and most of them have episodes which are im-
provised repetition of A and B or A B c. A B C sections 
are slow expressive passages and the episodes, A' B' c•, 
are a repetition of the original melody in varied ways. 
( -38-
The "Lord of Salisbury His Pavin" is written in A B C 
form. The music of each section has a different character. 
The first A is slow and less contrapuntal, B is syncopated 
fa s ter music in counterpoint, and the Jast C section a 
fugue-like rt, is slow dignified music. 
Gibbons ' Pavans and Galliards are written on AA' 
BB' cc' plans, except "The Lord of Salisbury His Pavin", 
which is written on A B C form. All of the episodes, A'B ' C', 
are of a morP virtuoso type of fa st improvisation; almost 
always he uses a 32nd note running passage in the repetitions . 
Byrd ' s pavans and galliards are also written on 
AA ' BB ' CC ' form . "The Earle of ealisbury" is a rudimentary 
s te which is made in two dances, a pavan and a ga iard. 
Each dence is written in binary form of AA' BB ' and the 
episodes A' B' are theexact repetition of original A and B. 
E~ch, pavan and galliard, is writte~ in eighteen measures 
in a s imple way . They are remarkable keyboard ~ieces whjch 
effect the feeling of modern tona ity. The pavan starts 
in A minor and modulates to C major, then to A minor again 
end ends with A major. The important rhythmic figure in 
this piece is J. )> and c J }; these, syncopation and the 
dotted rhythm, are woven into the texture. In the Galliard 
subject fe;]J j ~I J_g is surounded by ohe rhythmic 
figure J • ) , . This rhyt hmic fi ure appears in many 
different ways such as in pareJle third~. broken chord,etc. 
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At the beginning of the galliard it is Written in a contra-
puntal manner, the subject answering in the tenor. 
... 
Ex. 1 ~ -p a.. v A.l1 : ·t 11-e r; (U" I () f sa.. ,,. s b /,/ J~ y 
by T3 y J~d 
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The "Pavan.Delight" by Byrd is on a subject by 
Edwerd Johnson. It is a simple and refined piece written 
on ternary form of AA ' BB ' cc •. The episodes are developed 
in a freer way than in the "Earle of ~elisbury" . A short 
chromatic scale appears in the first measure in the second 
vAriation. The "Galliard" is wr:itten on the same idea as 
the "Pavan" of AA' BB' CC' but it is a shorter piece than 
the Pavan. 
With both~ composers, Byrd and Gibbons, the pavan 
and galliard rarely have a complete melody. A fragmentary 
melody, one or two measures long, develops in each variation. 
2. Allem!:in~e 
~he German ori~in of the allemande is a slow dance form 
in binary rhythm which the Eng11sh cal1ed Alman. Byrd 
and Gibbons wrote a1mans in the same form as the continental 
composers. Some of the pieces which were written by Byrd , 
are credited to a person ' s name such a~ Monsier ' s Alm~n 
and Queen ' s Alman. 
In the "Queen's Alman" (Fitzw. V. B., i., p. 217), 
each episode is written in binary form of AA' BB' A' A' ' 
B ' B' ' A'' A' '' B' ' B' ''• 
"Alman in G Minor" is a charming, and a simple piece . 
Its form is the same as "G Major Alman". but the cadences 
are very interesting in that he wrote them in each section 
in various ways . 
[ _______ _ 
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~1- , \~ Alman In Gr m,'n o ,j by Br r-J. 
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Gibbons wrote only 5 Almans. The French Almain is 
in binary form, AA' BB'. It is a very simple, delightful 
piece and it is the longest piece among other Almans of 
Gibbons. The rest of the Alrnans are very short in length, 
around 16 measures. 
The French Alrnain starts in D minor, modulates in 
C major and back to D minor. In the A section the melodic 
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sequence @f J) - graduallY builds up from d to an octave 
d' then descends back to d. In the B section the melody 
repeats twice in a different tone, 5th below. The last note 
of the first melody falls an octave into the first note of the 
second melody. 
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3. Courante 
The 
3 fast in y 
courante is a dance of French origin, moderately 
J 
or - time. The clavier suite of the 17th 
if 
century and first half of the 18th centurv adapted the courante 
as one of its essential elements. The courante followed 
the allemande 9nd preceded the saraband. Byrd wrote only 
a few courantes and there are on1y two in the Fitzwilliam V. B. 
(i~ . • , p.305 and p. 359). It was danced slowly and in a 
graceful manner in the 16th century. 
The Courante (Fitzw. V. B·, ii., p. 305) was written 
in AA' BB' form. In the original B section the episode 
was.divided into two sub-episodes. In the other Courante 
A is divided into two sub-episodes. 
Byrd's "Coranto C Major" written in ternary form 
of A B C and the A' B' C' following after the A B c. The 
episodes, A' B' c•, are not the repetition of the ABC but 
are in improvised variation form. In this piece the harmonic 
structure is simple as are other works of Byrd but the 
cadence writing of each secti.on is noticeable. 
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Gibbons wrote five Courantos; three of these have 
the title Couranto, one is a French Couranto and another has 
the title, Toye, or Courante Adieu. 
~ " The Toye, or Courante Adieu is written in ternary 
time whi e the rest of them are written in the form of French 
origin. All of these courantos by Gibbons are written in 
binary form, some of them in simple A Band others in AA ' BB ' . 
All of these works are light dance music and they are not 
contrapuntal works at all. 
Gibbons ' melodies in variations or episodes are almost 
always improvised in interesting ways, whereas Byrd ' s works 
in this respect are just plain repetition in most of his 
dance variations . 
3· Fantasia or Fancy 
EnpJish virginalists use both words, fantasia and 
fancy but the meaning of the words and the style of composi-
tions are the same. The 16th century English fantasia covers 
several different forms and s tvl es such as the adaptation 
of madrigal, free fantasia, and program pieces . The most 
important and the most usual form of these is the free fantasy 
which i in contrapuntal style, the strict ricercare of 
continental Euro~e, and the forerunner of the fugue . 
Each of th~se composers, Byrd and Gibbons, left us 
more than a dozen of fantasias . Byrd ' s fantasias show the 
practice of improvisation and free mixture of imitation 
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and figuration. Byrd used the beautiful, homophony section 
more th~n other Gibbons. Gibbons ' fantasias are more con-
trapuntal qnd are not written in homophonic style. 
Gibbons wrote very refined fugal pieces which differ 
from his v~riationse His variations express the virtuoso 
type with contrapuntal device. The early part of Gibbons ' 
fantasias show' the strict ricerc~re type and the later 
works have more freedom in structure . 
The "Plainsong Fantasy" and "In Nomine" for virginal 
and for organ are written in imitation w1th adaptation of 
plainsong melody. His " A Running Fantazia or Prelude" has 
a toccata-like free !=;tructure . The "Fantazia of four Parts" 
starts on strict fu~ue style; the subject enters continuously 
four times. (See ex. 17, p. 46). 
In this piece the subject and answer have tonal re-
lation such as the theme answers in the 5th above. The 
melody develops to the figural imitation throughout the piece, 
except a very short time in free struct1ITe. In the last 
part of the piece, the subject enters in each voice continu-
ously in stretti type: (See ex. 18, p. 47). 
"A Fancy in A Minor" differs from the above piece . 
It is written in free fantasy style. The first part has 
two subjects; the first subject repeats in eight measures 
and the second subject in the next ei~ht measures . The 
end of the second subject has a cadence bP~ore thP re-
-46-
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entrance of the first subject, then the two ~ubjects appear 
at the same time in alternation. The free toccata-li~e 
scale passage runs through the next part with 16th notes 
after the fugal section , then ends with a slow contrapuntal 
sect ion . 
Bvrd ' s "Fantasia A Minor" (F'jtzwilli::im V. B., i . , 
p. J88) has four sections which are divided by a double bar 
line . There is no thematic relati on between the parts . 
The subject appears onlv twice, then develops i n a free 
manner. At the beginning of the second section the descend-
i ng scale passage is in i mi tation and develops in a free way . 
The third section has drone bass surounded by figural imitation 
and PPds with a running passage. The last part is like a 
toccata as the chord progression is in the left hand and 
the upper ~~rt is in a scale pa s~a~e, beautiful homophonic 
section and into the running end. (See ex . 19, p. 4-9) . 
The last of Byrd's fantasias in the Fitzwilliam Virginal 
~~ (ii . , p . 4o6) is a c~arming piece built on harmonic 
counterpoint . It is written on the adaptation of the madrigal . 
At the beginning of the piece the subject appears twelve 
times in a contrapuntal way and develops into free fantasia 
style . Th~ treatment o~ the soprano part is florin ~nd 
decorated with bright coloratura. The beautiful homophonic 
section in Byrd ' s fantasias is characteristic . ! . I! .. , 
. 
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B. Melodic idea 
The Elizabethan melodies are based largely on English 
fo k-songs of the time. They are simple, mostly short and 
on a consonant basis. They include modal, chromatic and 
diatonic triads; some have mechanics devices and others 
are free. There are frequent uses of ornamentations and 
the embelishment of short figures in almost every bar in 
Byrd's works. A very refined ornamentation changes the shape 
of the me1ody. These ornaments , trills and turns, are 
deno~ed by one or two strokes through the stem of the note 
- I V 
to be treated: the m~~ent, f) eoual to {[f. fflilft The 
mark., J" , equal to Yf P"-' mJ1J~. The mark, ;t , is 
simply a correction of the sign which was wrongly put in • 
. 
Examples of various embelishments in their melodies are as 
fo lows: (See ex.26, p.51). 
The sequence is a charecteristic figure in the melody 
of the English virgjnal music. It is a short figurP that 
repeats itself regularly in various ways on degrees of the 
ex. 2. 3 ..2.Y 'P lt2 1 
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The sequence also appears in harmonic devices such 
as follow: 
r::,u.//,4--t--d ,,1 c hy q-,zz~;,s 
-; -~~. ;;}jp_J_J-J-.j ]--~---~ 
• 
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The device of melodic sequence development was found 
in the 13th CP.ntury French trouveres. In the 15th century 
Byrd's and Gibbons ' immediate successor, Dunstable, used· it 
very often. 
Byrd usually sticks to the theme melody in each 
variation; he seldom develops or improvises on it. There 
are a few exceptions to this nracticeo For example in 
his "Walsingham" variation 15 the melody appears in an ir-
regular way. In the same piece the theme is suggested constantly. 
---~v~~r~,~~~~~-----------------------r-------------=====:::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Gibbons' melodies are freer and more florid than 
Byrd's. They almost always use different devices in each 
variation, such as the u~e of running embeli .. "l':Jnents, break-
ing or sprending the chords or intervals, and long trills 
betwe~n the melodies. (See ex. 1b p •,tJ ". el\. 1.1, P. ? 0/ e.x. 'J.lf1 f>, lJ1 ), 
vtvt-. 2 ~t-~~-13-,ZB~~~m-w 'nt;; 1 \: ~: /~ 
v~.J 
~c-j~(tL-..LE~. -~---.--=Jm-_ ~,~~ltJ---J -.-I __...... 
Gibbons often uses rise and fall in his melody. 
Thus in his "A Fansy 11 in the fourth measure the first ph-r~se 
resolves into modern cadence, I~ Jl I , then the melody 
'f 
rises an octave higher. (See ex. illft.1 p.~:,o). 
B. Harmonic idea 
The harmonic device in the 16th century is very 
simple and is mostly based on consonance and the continued 
bass, in which the tonic, dominant, and subdominant play 
the most important part. 
Prior to the deveJ opment of the major and minor 
'· scales which are in common use today, Church modes were 
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still used in the 16th century. The 17th century musicians, 
though beginning to free themse1ves from the strict limita-
tions of the old modes, were becoming aware that a fusion of 
the Ionien, Lydian, and mixolydian modes might be dPveloped 
into a major scale while the Aeonian, Dorian, and Phryrian 
modes might develo,P into the minor scale. The church modes 
commonly used by English virginalists were Dorian, Mixo-
lydian, Aeolian, and Ionian, both authentic and plagal. 
The Phrygian and Lydian were very seldom used by the English 
virginalists. 
; H)· I:Jo - { t) ~ •' ; J~ t) 0 & 0 & 
""# 0 =& 
{;_ 
-&-- () f-1 'fJJ t) • 
,;y:--& jJ J 0 0 iJ & C! 6) & 0 ,. 0 
0 " II 
When a pi~ce has one or two flats in the signature 
in the virginal music, it is not an indication of modern 
major or minor keys. Insteed, it is an indication that 
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the church mode has been transposed. When a sirnature of 
one flat is given, it means that the piece is transposed 
either a fourth higher or a fifth lower; two flats indicate 
transposition to two fourths higher or two fifths lower. 
:31 I. I I 1- I I I I I I .l I 
. 
~ r , -- I r r r v v -r r 
{ I J I J J_ uJl} ~ I I ~ 
II I I I 
. 
Although virginal music was based on the church modes 
there ·is not any similar tonality in either the modern major 
or minor or the original modes becau~e o the use of chromatic 
alterations. The d tonic and chromatic system in virginal 
music is transitional bet ~een moda ity and modern tona ity . 
The most commonly used by Eng ish virgina ists is the Ionian 
mode, in w ich the seventh is a half step up, like our modern 
major scale. This chromatic a teration jn t e Mixolydian 
mode makes it identical to the Ionian in order of intervals. 
Suspension and appoggiatura we~e used in the succession 
of harmony and were carried through their pieces. 
-57-
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Ex. 37. {~~~ ex. 38, P• ). 
There are some interesting harmonic devices which 
appear in the works of both of these composers, such as 
the spreading of the intervals or chords, the breaking of 
the octaves and the use of false relPtiono The spreading 
of the chords can give a variety of forms of melodic embroidery. 
In Gibbons' "Galliard" episode B' is one of the most interest- ~ 0:: 
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The breaking of the octave as shown here is another 
interesting example. This is illustrated in Gibbons' "Pavan 
in D minor" and in his song variation in "Woods so Wilde": 
, 
'"" "D ~ ,· n ., t- ~Y "'P4l'A...., ~;~t.•hJ f)C. 'It> 
~! [, [, f,& lfirf 
I W••Js So \V; I J ~ y · tra'u·~ 
~ ~: 0 a a I -, • ~ 
The Elizabethan virgj.nl\lists favoured the use of 
the chromatic descent or ascent of the false relation. Thus 
in "A Fanct 11 by Gibbons: ( See ex o 41, Po 60). 
The virginalists use of cadences included both the 
authentic and plagal, although the authentic cadence was 
more popular. (See ex.~~ P. '*'3; •i 1 a., P .. "'"~· 
Co Rhythmic idea 
The E117sbethan virgina1ists wrote music on v~rious 
rhythms which were characterized by triplets and sextolets, 
syncopations, and symetrical figuration. The most fre~uent 
use of rhythmic fi~ures are J. }or n ; also J n J or m ~ u 
Sometimes the rhythmic figure J. j appears with cantus firmuso 
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They combined the figure J )1 Jor ,TJJtwith imitation, sequence , 
and in the contrapuntal dev ice. (See ex . 41) 
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The use of rhythmic fi~uration and figural imitation 
appears very often in their music . 
J, 0 (J . t ' ))} ne b7 13-lr-1 ( s~e ex,t,, p,"Jc) va.. .-. ':l. ,, s r 1.s '! 1 
~I 
-
r:::a r1 ~~[l ~ .~ J 
J 
The first and third bars are in a simple rhythmic figuration 
but the second bar is in a figural counterpointo 
Byrd uses more complicated rhytms than Gibbons such 
as the triple against duple, syncopations, sextolets, etc. 
Gibbons seldom uses trinJ e rhythm and syncopations and none 
of the rhythmic devices such as triple against duple. 
' 
Gibbons' music is usually faster in certain sections and 
there is more use of 32nd running notes in his variations. 
One of his characteristic rhythmic devices in his variations 
is: ,f)~ . It often appears as figural imitation or 
sequence . Byrd also uses this rhythm very often but in 
16th notes. The rhythm of the subject is quite important, 
for each variation attempts a characteristic rhythmical 
life of its own. 
In general the bars and time signatures are irregular 
and they do not give definite meanings in the modern sense. 
Most common use of rhythm is the bi-rhythm. 
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Time-si?natures in the modern sense as indications 
of rhythm were still non-existent;~the old symbols of 
the rreater and lesser nrolation, '4.¥ , 6 .and 4 , 
survive with a changing significan8e. The old mathemati-
cal system of ' proportions' was elaborate enough to in-
dicate any possible combinations of time in intricate 
polyphonv. but during the sixteenth century many of the 
symbols fell into disuse . Of the three surviving in 
the N evell MS. , d> and f originally signified the 
' greater prolatjo'h, 1 i . e. the proportion of three minims 
to the semibreve, ~ the 'lesser ~ relation' with two 
minims to the semibreve.7 
V. Conclusion 
Influence on Their Seccessors 
Before the 16th century there was no independent 
music for keyboard instruments. The earlier keyboard in-
strument played the ' part o~ .vocal music and no clear source 
of keyboard music existed. 
The great po1yphonistic period was the 15th century 
and the masters, Dunstable, Dufay , and Binchois wrote music 
for voicn only. Their use of the keyboard instrument was 
for accompaniment or the arrangement of chanson or other 
vocal music. 
Th~ real keyboard music was founded in the 16th 
centurv. In the early part of this period the Spanish 
compo~er, Cabazon , wrote music in variation form and the 
EnPl~shman, Hugh Aston, wrote this form for the virginal. 
HowevPr, it extended to the later composers such as Byrd, Bull, 
-----------------------------------------------------------7Hilda Andrews~ My lady Neve1ls Book. (London: 
J. Curwen & Sons, 1926;. p. xxx. 
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Farnaby, Morley, and Gibbons. Byrd was the greatest among 
these men and Gibbons was the youngest of the reneration 
of Elizabethan musicians . They finally created the indenend-
ent instrumental music for the virginal. 
Byrd, pro~nced keyboardmusic in all forms, rhythmical 
dance music, variations on his tender harmonies and simple, 
charming melodies, as well as strict contrapuntal fantasias. 
His love of the country is reflected in bequtiful pastoral 
music--soft colors, rolling landscapes and the faint outlines 
of distance--and creates pictorial descriptive music. 
His song variations are more elaborate and developed 
into vario s statements in simplicity. These works are 
almost always contrapuntal, and well adapted to the virginal. 
His dance vari ~tions are lighter and more rhythmic works 
on the same basis of song variation. The fantasia explores 
the counterpoint in numerous ways, such as florid melodic, 
homophonic, and brilliant virtuoso stv1e (rapid scales, 
broken chord ~igures, figures in parellel thirds, etc.) 
Although the compositions of Orlando Gibbons are 
Jimited in numbPr, his genius left us somP. delightfuJ, t~ue 
Xeyboard music for today. His fantasias were written not 
only for one voice but a combination of many voices which 
built upon harmonic polyphony. Gibbons was not favour homo-
phonic style in his keyboard music as much as other virginal 
composers of the time. He also was an excellent writer of 
- 65-
vocal music. He could write beautiful melody but he did 
not apply melody in his fantasias. He wrote variations less 
often thAn his contemporaries but when he set a tune, h~ 
did it in ~ thematic type of melody with free imitative 
writing in a simple way . 
These Elizabethan musicians established the musical 
forms for virginal music from no evident sources, contriv-
ing the forms and sty esinto elaborate works . Their immedi-
ate followers among Eng ish composers were Dering, Peerson, 
Tomkj.ns . and Purcell. 
The ccmpose~s of t~~ 17th century still used the 
pair dance, pavan and galliard, which evolved from the 
16th centu~y. The style of the Baroque suite: Allemande , 
rourante, Sarabande, and Gigue, develon~d from the 16th 
century dance v~riations. J . S. Bach, the greatest composer 
of counterpoint, developed contrapuntal music reaching to 
t he ultimate de~ree. The English master of polyphony, 
Henry Purcell (1658-1695) wrote numerous suites, simple 
dance pieces, and few fugues for the harpsichord in this 
period . Pu~e11 was a powerful musical representative and 
was heir to the older masters of Enpland during the Baroque 
era . After his de~th there was no Engli~h composer who 
was able to continue his work for three hundred ye~rs untiJ 
we meet the musicians, Edward Elgar, F. Delius, and Vaughan 
Williams . 
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However, the classical form of theme and variation 
was rooted in thP 16th century variation. Their dance 
variation form~ were deve1oued into the forms of the dance 
suite and later into the sonata form of Beethoven, Schumann, 
and Brahms. 
Byrd and Gibbons were creators and developers of 
fine variations and fantasias. They influenced the music 
of the instrumental composers not onlv of the early part 
of the 17th century in England and in Continental Europe 
but throue-hout the centur~ies to come. Byrd was, indeed, 
the "Father of Music" who stood with his yollllger contempo-
rary, Gibbons, behind the great masters , Bach, Handel, 
Beethoven, and other composers of today. 
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